Introducing the newest, most advanced PATENTED mini dryer available!

**FEATURES**

- Automatic Product Balancing Start-Up Sequence; Reduces damage caused by unbalanced loads.
- Ultra-Light 32 gallon plastic basket system.
- Pairs with the Cyclone basket which is made with metal detectable and FDA approved material.
- Easy-open lid with full view window and OSHA compliant safety sensor.
- Canted basket carrier allows for easy loading and unloading. Lowest basket lift height.
- Self-contained controls with dynamic braking and 4 available drying times.
- Easy-access drive components with extra heavy-duty, high impact strength and high wear resistant 3B Polyband belt.
- Fully contained discharge water recovery port for low slope floors.
- Available with a Safety Lid Lock Upgrade
- An optional Rear Access Door is available for enhanced sanitation access.
- Optional Isolation Base Plate to raise dryer off of the floor and absorb vibration.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Spin Dry Time: 1, 1-1/2, 2, and 3 minutes
- Basket Capacity: 32 gallons
- Load Weight: 50lbs.
- Cycles/Hour: 20
- Capacity/Hour: 1,000lbs.
- Drive: 1.5 HP Electric Motor (480V or 230V)

**PRODUCTS**

- Lettuce
- Broccoli
- Spring Mix
- Spinach
- Celery
- Peppers
- Onions